INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

DNA-architectural proteins play a major role in the genome structural organization and maintenance of its functionality in living cells, regulating a delicate balance between the chromosomal DNA condensation level and its accessibility to various DNA-binding proteins. By synergistically cooperating or antagonizing each other's action on the chromosomal DNA, architectural proteins can adjust its mechanical properties, compaction level and supercoiling state on a local as well as the global genome scales, affecting the transcription level of numerous genes in living cells. Thus, by regulating the DNA-binding properties of architectural proteins, cells can dynamically change organization of the chromosomal DNA and rapidly switch between different gene expression patterns in response to environmental cues ([@B1]).

While DNA-architectural proteins are the key components determining the chromosomal DNA organization, it should be noted that they perform their function in the context of numerous mechanical constraints imposed on the DNA by various factors, such as multiple DNA motor proteins \[topoisomerases, helicases, RNA/DNA polymerases, etc. ([@B4])\], that generate stretching and twisting forces on the chromosomal DNA ([@B10]). It is also known that chromosomes form extensive adhesion contacts with a number of nuclear membrane proteins, establishing force-transmitting links between the chromosomal DNA and cytoplasmic cytoskeleton, which frequently carries strong mechanical loads ([@B16]). As a result, the chromosomal DNA is a subject to the combined action of both DNA-architectural proteins and the mechanical constraints applied to it. Together, these factors not only determine the physical organization of the chromosomal DNA, but also play the major role in gene transcription regulation inside living cells.

Indeed, it has been revealed in recent experiments that cells not only use various mechanical constraints to shape the chromosomal DNA, but actually can sense and process mechanical forces applied to the nucleus, changing the level of genes' transcription in response to their action ([@B17]). While the exact molecular processes responsible for such mechanosensing of living cells remain unclear, recent experimental studies suggest that this may be the result of force- and torque-dependent interactions between different groups of DNA-architectural proteins and chromosomal DNA.

Namely, crystallographic and single-molecule experiments show that upon binding to DNA proteins frequently prompt various conformational changes in the DNA structure, which can be coupled to force and torque constraints applied to the DNA, affecting the DNA-binding properties of proteins ([@B22]). What is even more interesting, existing experimental data indicate that different groups of DNA-architectural proteins frequently produce very distinct responses to the applied mechanical constraints. Indeed, according to their mechanism of interaction with DNA all architectural proteins can be divided into four major groups ([@B1]): (i) DNA-wrapping proteins, which fold DNA into compact nucleoprotein complexes (such as eukaryotic/archaeal histones) ([@B23],[@B24],[@B35]); (ii) DNA-bending proteins, which sharply curve DNA at the protein binding site (like bacterial HU, IHF and Fis) ([@B22],[@B25],[@B30],[@B32],[@B36]); (iii) DNA-bridging proteins that cross-link DNA duplexes (e.g. bacterial H-NS, human HMGA2 or any other protein that mediates DNA loops) ([@B29],[@B37]) and (iv) DNA-stiffening proteins forming rigid nucleoprotein filaments along DNA (like archaeal TrmBL2 and Alba) ([@B31],[@B33],[@B40]). Thus, the four major groups of DNA-architectural proteins form nucleoprotein complexes, which have very different 3D structures, leading to diverse responses of these proteins to force and torque constraints applied to DNA.

For example, previous studies have shown that while suppressing formation of nucleoprotein complexes by DNA-bending and DNA-wrapping proteins, mechanical stretching of DNA promotes its interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins ([@B32],[@B36],[@B41]). Likewise, torque exerted on DNA can either enhance or weaken binding of DNA-wrapping proteins depending on the chirality of the resulting nucleoprotein complexes and the direction of the applied torque ([@B45]). Such a differential response of proteins to mechanical constraints applied to DNA suggests that it is possible to shift balance between nucleoprotein complexes formed by different groups of proteins in favour of one or the other protein group by changing the applied constraints ([@B33]).

Indeed, as experimental data show, this mechanism is frequently used by living cells to organize their chromosomal DNA. For example, topoisomerases I and II relax positive (right-handed) torsion accumulated in DNA during chromosome condensation by architectural proteins (histones) or due to DNA replication/transcription processes, allowing continuous assembly of left-handed nucleosome complexes that would not otherwise form on positively supercoiled DNA ([@B46]). This type of DNA organization control even more pronounced in bacterial cells, which use gyrases to maintain negatively supercoiled state of their circular chromosomal DNA to promote its interaction on a local and the global scales with various DNA-architectural proteins, such as H-NS and HU ([@B49]).

To better understand potential roles of mechanical constraints in regulation of DNA interactions with architectural proteins, a number of single-DNA manipulation experimental methods have been recently developed, allowing one to control the supercoiling state of individual DNA molecules as well as to apply force and torque constraints to them ([@B52]). While such experiments may provide important information regarding the effects of mechanical constraints onto the DNA-binding properties of architectural proteins, it should be noted that typical observables measured in these experiments, such as the DNA extension and linking number change, frequently have highly complex dependence on the force and torque constraints applied to the DNA, especially in the presence of DNA-binding proteins in solution. As a result, interpretation of the collected experimental data poses a challenging task that requires development of a general theoretical framework aimed at description of DNA-binding behaviour of architectural proteins in a wide range of force and torque constraints applied to DNA.

So far, most of the previous theoretical studies have been mainly focussed on understanding of the effects of stretching force on protein binding to a torsionally relaxed DNA, proposing several different approaches to investigate this question ([@B42],[@B44],[@B62]). Among the proposed methods, the transfer-matrix theory developed based on a discretized semi-flexible polymer chain model of DNA has several unique advantages by providing very fast semi-analytical calculations of equilibrium conformations of DNA that allow one to easily incorporate DNA heterogeneity into the computations ([@B42],[@B64],[@B69],[@B74]).

Furthermore, by using several famous results from the group theory, it has been recently shown that the transfer-matrix formalism can be further extended to take into consideration not only force, but also torque constraints, considerably increasing the scope of its potential applications, including but not limited to description of local DNA structural transitions and sequence-dependent response of DNA to stretching and torsional strains ([@B75],[@B76]). What is even more important, this advancement in the transfer-matrix calculations opens a completely new way to development of a general theoretical framework aimed at description of DNA--protein interactions under both force and torque constraints.

In this study, we show in details how such theoretical framework can be constructed based on the mathematical formalism described in ref. ([@B75],[@B76]) and demonstrate how the developed theoretical approach can be used to obtain insights into potential roles of force and torque constraints in regulation of DNA interaction with different types of DNA-binding proteins found in living cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Theoretical calculations {#SEC2-1}
------------------------

All the computations presented in this study were done by using in-house written software developed in Matlab 8.5.0. The source code of the simplified versions of the programs can be downloaded from the personal websites of the authors: [www.artem-efremov.org](http://www.artem-efremov.org) (A.K.E.) and [www.physics.nus.edu.sg/∼biosmm/](http://www.physics.nus.edu.sg/~biosmm/) (J.Y.).

Experimental data {#SEC2-2}
-----------------

The force-extension curves of DNA in the presence of TrmBL2 protein in solution were measured by using transverse magnetic tweezers. The details of the protein expression, purification and single-DNA stretching experiments can be found in our previous publication ([@B33]).

GENERAL THEORY {#SEC3}
==============

Brief outline of the theoretical framework {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------

In our previous work, it has been shown that DNA behaviour under mechanical constraints can be accurately described by a semiflexible polymer model in which DNA is represented by a polygonal chain consisting of straight segments whose 3D orientations in space are characterized by the three Euler rotation angles, see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Introducing transfer-matrices defined on each of the vertices joining neighbouring DNA segments, it is then possible to calculate the DNA partition function and obtain detailed information regarding the DNA conformation and DNA structural fluctuations under force and torque constraints ([@B75],[@B76]). In this study, we describe how the previously developed transfer-matrix formalism can be further expanded to integrate DNA--protein interactions into the model. While all of the details can be found in [Supplementary Appendices A--G](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, in this section we will mainly focus on the central ideas and assumptions underlying the transfer-matrix calculations for DNA behaviour under force and torque constraints in the presence of DNA--protein interactions.
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}{}$({\bf x}^{_{}}_0, {\bf y}_0, {\bf z}^{_{}}_0)$\end{document}$ through Euler angles α~*j*~, β~*j*~ and γ~*j*~ shown on the graph. (**C**--**F**) Proteins binding to DNA results in formation of nucleoprotein complexes that constrain protein-bound DNA segments in a specific 3D conformation: DNA-stiffening proteins typically form straight nucleoprotein filaments along DNA (C), while DNA-bending proteins kink DNA at the binding site (D); as for DNA-wrapping proteins, such as histone tetramers and octamers, their interaction with DNA results in formation of solenoid-like nucleoprotein complexes (E and F). On panels (C--F), bare DNA segments are shown in blue color and protein-bound DNA segments forming the respective nucleoprotein complexes are presented in red colour. On panel (C), indexes *k*~*j*~, which are displayed above the DNA segments, indicate the physical states of the corresponding segments.](gky478fig1){#F1}

As before, DNA will be represented by a discretized polygonal chain consisting of short segments, which are treated as rigid bodies with a local coordinate system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$( {\bf x}^{}_j,{\bf y}_j,{\bf z}^{}_j )$\end{document}$ attached to each of the DNA segments, see schematic Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Here *j* is the index enumerating all of the DNA segments from 1 to *N*, where *N* is the total number of segments in the discretized polymer chain representing DNA molecule. 3D orientation of each of the coordinate systems, and thus each of the DNA segments, is then can be described by the Euler rotation matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Besides the 3D orientation, DNA segments in addition are characterized by their physical state. Namely, existing experimental data show that depending on the force and torque constraints applied to DNA it may exist in several different structural states known as B-, L-, P-DNA, etc. ([@B56],[@B77]). For the sake of simplicity, in this study we consider only the following structural states of DNA, which are the most relevant to the physiological ranges of forces and torques: (i) B-DNA state, which is typical for relaxed DNA polymer; (ii) L-DNA, which is favoured at negative torques and (iii) P-DNA, which is favoured at positive torques, see more detailed description of these DNA forms in ref. ([@B75],[@B76]). Thus, in the absence of protein binding, the DNA conformation is completely determined by the two sets of parameters: (i) rotation matrices (**R**~1~, \..., **R**~*N*~) describing orientations of all DNA segments, and (ii) indexes (*k*~1~, \..., *k*~*N*~) representing the structural states of these segments, such that for each segment *j* = 1, \..., *N* we put *k*~*j*~ = 0 for B-DNA segments, *k*~*j*~ = −1---for L-DNA segments and *k*~*j*~ = −2---for P-DNA segments.

Incorporation of DNA--protein interactions into the model results in appearance of additional DNA segment states. Indeed, besides indexes *k*~*j*~ = −2, −1 and 0 (*j* = 1, \..., *N*) that indicate the structural states of bare DNA segments, we also need to have a mean to describe the states of DNA segments residing inside nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA. Namely, to mark the positions of DNA segments in each of the nucleoprotein complexes, we will use positive values for indexes *k*~*j*~ that will designate the sequence number of each DNA segment with respect to the DNA entry point into the complex. In other words, assuming that the protein of interest occupies *K* DNA segments upon binding to DNA, one can assign *K* DNA binding sites on the protein surface---from 1 (the first DNA binding site on the protein surface) to *K* (the last DNA binding site on the protein surface). Correspondingly, for each DNA segment bound to the protein we put the value of *k*~*j*~ equal to the index of the respective binding site on the surface of the protein---from *k*~*j*~ = 1 (if the DNA segment is bound to the first binding site on the protein surface) to *k*~*j*~ = *K* (if the DNA segment is bound to the last binding site on the protein surface). Thus, in the presence of DNA--protein interactions, indexes *k*~*j*~ (*j* = 1, \..., *N*) take integer values in the range from −2 to *K*, with *k*~*j*~ = −2, −1, 0 representing bare DNA segments being in P-, L- or B-DNA states, respectively; and *k*~*j*~ = 1, \..., *K* corresponding to protein-bound DNA segments. In the latter case, for a given DNA segment, *j*, parameter *k*~*j*~ equals to the index of the DNA binding site on the protein surface to which this DNA segment is bound. As an example, see schematic figure Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for the case of *K* = 12.

In the general case, the total conformational energy of DNA interacting with proteins, *E*~tot~, can be written as a sum of the following energy terms: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \!\!\! E_\textrm{tot} \!\left( k_1...k_N, {\bf R}_1...{\bf R}_N \right) = E_\textrm{DNA} + E_\textrm{protein} + \Phi _f + \Phi _\tau \end{equation*}\end{document}$$Here *E*~DNA~ is the sum of the bending and twisting deformation energies of all protein-unbound bare DNA segments, and *E*~protein~ is the sum of the energies associated with nucleoprotein complexes formed on the DNA. Furthermore, *Φ*~*f*~ = −(**f** · **d**) is the potential energy related to the stretching force **f** applied to the DNA, where **d** denotes the DNA end-to-end vector; and *Φ~τ~* = −2π*τ*ΔLk is the potential energy associated with the torque *τ* applied to the DNA, where ΔLk denotes the DNA linking number change with respect to the torsionally relaxed B-DNA state, which is used in this study as a reference state for the energy calculations. For the sake of simplicity, all of the energies in this study are presented in *k*~B~*T* units, where *k*~B~ is Boltzmann constant and *T* is temperature of the surrounding environment. For this reason, the force **f** and torque *τ* are scaled by *k*~B~*T*; thus, **f** has a dimension of 1/length and *τ* is dimensionless.

While the above energy terms will be discussed in details in the next section, here we only would like to stress that under very general assumptions it is possible to represent the total conformational energy of DNA, *E*~tot~, as a sum of local DNA segment contributions \[see [Supplementary Appendix B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Knowing the total conformational energy of DNA, it is then straightforward to find its partition function, *Z*~*f,\ τ*~, which can be calculated as: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Substituting Equation ([2](#M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into Equation ([3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it can be shown that the exponent in Equation ([3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be re-written as a product of local transfer-functions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To calculate all of the ∫d**R**~*j*~ integrals in Equation ([4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it is convenient to expand $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Knowing the DNA partition function, *Z*~*f,\ τ*~, it is then rather straightforward to calculate the DNA extension (*z*) and linking number change (ΔLk) as well as the total number of protein-bound (*N*~pr~) and bare (*N*~*u*~) DNA segments in each of the states, *u* = L- or P-DNA, by differentiating *Z*~*f,\ τ*~ with respect to force (*f*), torque (*τ*), protein binding energy (μ~pr~) or DNA base-pairing energy in the corresponding state (μ~*n*~, *n* = −1 or −2), accordingly \[see Equation (G1) in [Supplementary Appendix G](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. From these observables it is then easy to find the DNA superhelical density (*σ*) and the DNA occupancy fraction by DNA-bound proteins (*O*) as: *σ* = ΔLk/Lk~0~ and *O* = *N*~pr~/*N*. Here Lk~0~ is the linking number of a torsion-free B-DNA, which in the case of DNA comprised of *N*~bp~ base-pairs equals to Lk~0~ = *N*~bp~/*h*~0~, where *h*~0~ is the helical repeat of B-DNA.

Evaluation of the above parameters based on the transfer-matrix computations of the DNA partition function provides a simple and fast way to predict changes in the DNA conformation as well as in DNA--protein interactions in response to mechanical constraints applied to the DNA, making it possible to compare theoretical results presented here to direct measurements performed in single-molecule experiments.

DNA energy terms {#SEC3-2}
----------------

As can be seen from the previous section, by having at hand a mathematical expression for the total conformational energy of DNA, it is possible to calculate the DNA partition function and predict the equilibrium behaviour of DNA under various force and torque constraints applied to it. To provide insights into the energy terms contributing to the total conformational energy of DNA, which were briefly mentioned in Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), here we present their detailed mathematical description with references to [Supplementary Appendices sections](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, where interested readers can find more additional information.

While *E*~DNA~ energy term in Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) has been previously discussed in details in ref. ([@B75]), we would like to briefly remind that in the general case it has the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} E_\textrm{DNA} &=& \sum _{j=1}^{N-1} \sum _{n,m=-2}^0 \delta _{k_j n} \delta _{k_{j+1} m} \Big \lbrace \frac{a_n}{2} \!\left( {\bf R}_j {\bf z}_0 \!-\! {\bf R}_{j+1} {\bf z}_0 \right)^2 \nonumber \\ &&+ \frac{c_n}{2} \!\left[ 2\pi \Delta \textrm{Tw}_j \!\left( {\bf R}_j,{\bf R}_{j+1} \right) \right]^2 + J \left( 1 - \delta _{nm} \right) \Big \rbrace \nonumber \\ &&+ q \sum _{j=1}^N \sum _{n=-2}^0 \mu _n \delta _{k_j n} \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ Where *δ*~*nm*~ is the Kronecker delta (*δ*~*nm*~ = 1 if *n* = *m* and *δ*~*nm*~ = 0, otherwise). *a*~*n*~ = *A*~*n*~/*b*~*n*~ and *c*~*n*~ = *C*~*n*~/*b*~*n*~ are dimensionless parameters describing the bending and twisting rigidies of bare DNA segments being state *n* (*n* = 0, −1 and −2 for B-, L- and P-DNA, respectively), where *A*~*n*~, *C*~*n*~ and *b*~*n*~ are the bending and twisting persistence lengths of DNA, and the size of DNA segments in the respective state, accordingly (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). *q* is the number of base-pairs in each of the DNA segments, which is a fixed constant having the same value for all DNA segment states. μ~*n*~ is the base-paring energy of DNA in state *n* with respect to B-DNA form (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). *J* is the domain wall penalty that accounts for the cooperativity of DNA structural transitions, describing the molecule preference for structural uniformity ([@B81],[@B84]). Finally, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta \textrm{Tw}_j ({\bf R}_{j}, {\bf R}_{j+1})\approx \frac{1}{2\pi } {\bf R}_j {\bf z}_0 \cdot [ {\bf R}_j {\bf x}_0 \times {\bf R}_{j+1} {\bf x}_0 ]$\end{document}$ is the local DNA twist between the *j*th and (*j* + 1)th DNA segments.

From now on we will focus our attention on the last three energy terms, *E*~protein~, *Φ*~*f*~ and *Φ~τ~*, in Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that describe the elastic deformation energy of DNA caused by DNA--protein interactions and potential energies associated with the force and torque constraints applied to DNA. To calculate them, we generally need to know the DNA conformation inside nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA. One of the main reasons for this is dependence of the DNA linking number change, ΔLk, on the global DNA conformation, which is determined by the relative orientations of all of the DNA segments, including those contributing to formation of nucleoprotein complexes. As a result, *Φ*~*τ*~ term generally depends on the nature of nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA.

In the case of DNA-bending proteins, such as the one schematically shown in Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the DNA linking number change associated with the formation of nucleoprotein complexes may vary in a wide range depending on the orientations of these complexes with respect to the rest of the DNA. Hence, one cannot assign a fixed linking number change to nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-bending proteins, and the relative orientations of all DNA segments inside such complexes must be known in order to calculate the above energy terms, which can be done, for example, by using existing X-ray crystallographic data for nucleoprotein complexes.

In contrast, nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-wrapping proteins \[Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and F\] make a well-defined fixed contribution, ΔLk~pr~, to the DNA linking number change. Thus, one does not need to have exact information regarding the DNA conformation inside each of the nucleoprotein complexes to calculate the DNA linking number change. As a result, any such nucleoprotein complex can be replaced by a straight line connecting the entry and exit points of DNA, see Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In this case, the DNA linking number change can be estimated by first calculating the contribution from all protein-unbound DNA segments, and then adding to it ΔLk~pr~ × *M* term, where *M* is total number of nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-wrapping proteins. Such approach greatly simplifies the final expression for the DNA partition function, making its computation much more easier in comparison to the DNA-bending proteins scenario described above.

However, it should be noted that while in the case of DNA-wrapping proteins the replaced DNA segments do not make any contribution to the formula for the DNA total conformational energy, we still need to keep track of these segments by making a corresponding register shift by *K* DNA segments each time upon encountering one of the nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA. One way to do this is to split the line connecting the entry and exit points of each nucleoprotein complex into *K* smaller subintervals, assigning each of these intervals to one of the replaced DNA segments. Thus, for example, if DNA segments with indexes *j, j* + 1, \..., *j* + *K* − 1 are bound to one of the DNA-wrapping proteins (such that *k*~*j*~ = 1, *k*~*j*+\ 1~ = 2, \..., *k*~*j*\ +\ *K*\ −\ 1~ = *K*) then we simply put: **R**~*j*~ = **R**~*j*+\ 1~ = \... = **R**~*j*\ +\ *K*\ −\ 1~ = **R**~pr,\ j~, where **R**~pr,\ j~ is the rotation matrix describing the orientation of the line connecting the entry and exit points of the given nucleoprotein complex. In other words, all of the DNA segments taking part in the formation of a DNA-wrapping nucleoprotein complex can be assumed to have the same orientations, being aligned along a straight line connecting the entry and exit points of the complex, see Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Finally, we would like to note that in the special case of DNA-stiffening proteins that form straight filaments along DNA both of the above approaches lead to identical description of the resulting nucleoprotein complexes.

Following the above notes, it is not hard to obtain expressions for the DNA linking number change, ΔLk, as well as *Φ*~*τ*~ energy term by using a combination of the famous Călugăreanu-White's theorem ([@B85],[@B86]) and the Fuller's approximate formula for the DNA writhe number ([@B87]). While the first states that ΔLk can be expressed as a sum of two components: ΔLk = ΔTw + Wr, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta \textrm{Tw} = \sum _{j=1}^{N-1} \Delta \textrm{Tw}_j ( {\bf R}_j, {\bf R}_{j+1} )$\end{document}$ is the DNA total twist and Wr is the DNA writhe number; the second allows to express the DNA writhe number as a sum of local DNA segments' contributions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\textrm{Wr}^\textrm{F} = \sum _{j=1}^{N-1} \textrm{Wr}^\textrm{F}_j ( {\bf R}_j, {\bf R}_{j+1} )$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\textrm{Wr}^\textrm{F}_j ( {\bf R}_j, {\bf R}_{j+1} ) = \frac{1}{2\pi } ( \tilde{\alpha }_{j+1} \!-\! \tilde{\alpha }_j ) ( 1 - \cos \beta _j )$\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\tilde{\alpha }_j$\end{document}$ are the azimuthal Euler angles of the *j*th and (*j* + 1)th DNA segments from the extended range of ( −∞, +∞) ([@B75],[@B88],[@B89]). The superscript F in the above equations indicates that the DNA writhe number calculation is based on the Fuller's formula approximation. The resulting mathematical expressions for the DNA linking number change in the presence of DNA interaction with different types of DNA-binding proteins can be found in [Supplementary Appendix A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Here we would like only to stress that the Fuller's formula provides correct estimations of the DNA linking number change for those DNA conformations which can be obtained by a continuous deformation of DNA initially extended along **z**~0~-axis direction in such a way that none of the DNA sections face the negative direction of **z**~0~-axis for any of the intermediate DNA configurations ([@B87]). A nearly straight DNA or DNA folded into a helical solenoid conformation are examples satisfying this criterion ([@B88]). In other cases, however, the DNA writhe number, Wr, does not necessarily equal to Wr^F^. For this reason, the Fuller's formula works well only for DNA conformations that do not contain supercoiled plectoneme structures. Indeed, previous theoretical studies show that the Fuller's formula can be used to accurately predict the behaviour of DNA under a wide range of mechanical constraints up to the onset of the torque-induced buckling transition when DNA starts to develop supercoiled plectonemes ([@B42],[@B75],[@B76],[@B88]).

More importantly, by utilizing the Fuller's approximation, it is possible to observe collapsing of bare DNA into compact conformations upon application of sufficiently large torques, which is accompanied by increase in the absolute value of the DNA linking number ([@B75],[@B76]). Although the resulting conformations are not necessarily the same as supercoiled DNA plectonemes, the predicted force-extension curves of DNA subjected to torque constraints resemble those observed in single-molecule experiments, exhibiting very similar behaviour near the DNA buckling transition point, see ref. ([@B75],[@B76]) and ([@B52]). Therefore, it is still possible to use the Fuller's approximation to describe the DNA supercoiling transition.

The only side-effect of such approach is that it leads to a slight shift of the predicted DNA supercoiling transition boundary relative to the experimentally measured position, which, however, can be easily corrected by adding a new term, δ*Φ~τ~*, to *Φ~τ~* energy (i.e. *Φ~τ~* = −2π*τ*ΔLk^F^ + δ*Φ*~*τ*~). In the case of a structurally uniform DNA, this term simply equals to δ*Φ~τ~* = *τλ*Wr^F^ with *λ* being a fixed scaling factor, see ref. ([@B75],[@B76]). Whereas in a more realistic scenario when the DNA segments are allowed to make transitions between different structural states, the correction term takes somewhat sophisticated form as each of the DNA structures (B-, L- or P-DNA) is characterized by its own value of the scaling parameter, *λ*~*n*~, see ref. ([@B75],[@B76]) and Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} \delta \Phi _\tau &=& \tau \sum _{j=1}^{N-1} \left[ \sum _{n=-2}^0 \delta _{k_j n} \lambda _n + \lambda _\textrm{pr} \sum _{n = 1}^K \delta _{k_j n} \right] \nonumber \\ &&\times \textrm{Wr}^\textrm{F}_j \!\left( {\bf R}_j, {\bf R}_{j+1} \right) \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ Here *λ*~*n*~ and *λ*~pr~ are scaling parameters associated with different DNA structures and DNA segments residing inside nucleoprotein complexes, respectively.

###### 

Bare DNA parameters

  DNA form   Bending persistence length, *A*~*n*~ (nm)   Twisting persistence length, *C*~*n*~ (nm)   Contour length relative to B-DNA form   DNA helical repeat, *h*~*n*~ (bp)   Base-pairing energy relative to B-DNA form, μ~*n*~ (*k*~B~*T*)   *λ* ~*n*~
  ---------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
  B-DNA      50 ([@B55],[@B108])                         95 ([@B56],[@B93],[@B109])                   1                                       10.4 ([@B110])                      0                                                                4.3 ([@B75],[@B76])
  L-DNA      7 ([@B80],[@B82])                           15 ([@B80])                                  1.35 ([@B80],[@B82])                    16 ([@B56],[@B80],[@B81])           5.0 ([@B75],[@B76])                                              4.3 ([@B75],[@B76])
  P-DNA      15 ([@B82])                                 25 ([@B82])                                  1.7 ([@B77],[@B78],[@B82])              3 ([@B56],[@B77],[@B82])            17.8 ([@B75],[@B76])                                             −0.5 ([@B75],[@B76])

To account for the cooperativity of the DNA structural transitions, the domain wall penalty, *J* = 9.0 *k*~B~*T* ([@B81],[@B84]), characterizing the DNA preference for structural uniformity was introduced into the transfer-matrix calculations in addition to the model parameters listed in the above table.

In this study, we consider only the proteins that bind to B-form DNA. As a result, in all our calculations we simply put *λ*~pr~ = *λ*~0~. Thus, in the above formula, *λ*~0~ value is used for all of the vertices connecting neighbouring DNA segments inside nucleoprotein complexes.

The next energy term from Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *Φ*~*f*~, has a very simple mathematical expression, which can be obtained by assuming that the global coordinate system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$( {\bf x}^{}_0,{\bf y}_0,{\bf z}^{}_0 )$\end{document}$ is aligned in such a way that its **z**~0~-axis faces in the direction of force **f** applied to the DNA. Then it is not hard to show that in this case *Φ*~*f*~ equals to: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \Phi _f = - \sum _{j=0}^N \sum _{n=-2}^K \delta _{k_j n} b_n f \left( {\bf z}_0 \cdot {\bf R}_j {\bf z}_0 \right) \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ Here *f* = \|**f**\| is the force magnitude, and *b*~*n*~ is the size of DNA segments being in state *n*. Since in this study we consider only the proteins that bind to B-form DNA, the DNA segments constrained inside nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-bending or DNA-stiffening proteins should have approximately the same size as protein-unbound B-form DNA segments: *b*~1~ = \... = *b*~*K*~ = *b*~0~. As for DNA-wrapping proteins, since all of the DNA segments bound to such proteins are replaced by the lines connecting the entry and exist points of the resulting nucleoprotein complexes, with each line being subdivided into *K* equal intervals, we have: *b*~1~ = \... = *b*~*K*~ = *r*~pr~/*K*, where *r*~pr~ is the distance between the entry and exit points of the nucleoprotein complexes.

Finally, *E*~protein~ energy term from Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) equals to the sum of individual nucleoprotein complexes' energies, which include: (i) the protein binding energy to DNA, μ~pr~, and (ii) the DNA elastic deformation energies at the entry and exit points of the nucleoprotein complex, *E*~in~ and *E*~out~, respectively. Thus, denoting the orientations of the DNA segments sitting next to the entry and exit points of a nucleoprotein complex by rotation matrices **R**~in~ and **R**~out~, and orientations of the first and the last DNA segments in the nucleoprotein complex by rotation matrices **R**~first~ and **R**~last~ \[see Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and D\], the energy of each nucleoprotein complex can be written in the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} E_\textrm{pr} = - \mu _\textrm{pr} + E_\textrm{in} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{in}, {\bf R}_\textrm{first} \right) + E_\textrm{out} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{last}, {\bf R}_\textrm{out} \right) \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ Where in the case of DNA-wrapping proteins **R**~first~ = **R**~last~ = **R**~pr~, see Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As for *E*~in~ and *E*~out~ terms describing the DNA elastic deformation energies at the entry and exit points of a nucleoprotein complex, in the general case they equal to: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} E_\textrm{in} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{in}, {\bf R}_\textrm{first} \right) &=& \frac{a_\textrm{pr}}{2} \left( {\bf R}_\textrm{in} {\bf A}_\textrm{in} {\bf z}_0 - {\bf R}_\textrm{first} {\bf z}_0 \right)^2 \nonumber \\ &&+ \frac{c_\textrm{pr}}{2} \left[ 2\pi \Delta \textrm{Tw} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{in} {\bf A}_\textrm{in}, {\bf R}_\textrm{first} \right) \right]^2 \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} E_\textrm{out} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{last}, {\bf R}_\textrm{out} \right) &=& \frac{a_\textrm{pr}}{2} \left( {\bf R}_\textrm{last} {\bf A}_\textrm{out} {\bf z}_0 - {\bf R}_\textrm{out} {\bf z}_0 \right)^2 \nonumber \\ &&+ \frac{c_\textrm{pr}}{2} \left[ 2\pi \Delta \textrm{Tw} \!\left( {\bf R}_\textrm{last} {\bf A}_\textrm{out}, {\bf R}_\textrm{out} \right) \right]^2 \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ Here, *a*~pr~ and *c*~pr~ are dimensionless bending and twisting elasticities of the entry and exit DNA segments of the nucleoprotein complex; **A**~in~ and **A**~out~ are two rotation matrices that determine the equilibrium orientations of the entry and exit DNA segments relative to the core part of the nucleoprotein complex such that in mechanical equilibrium we have: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{in} {\bf A}_\textrm{in} = {\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{first}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{last} {\bf A}_\textrm{out} = {\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{out}$\end{document}$. Finally, 2πΔTw(**R**~in~**A**~in~, **R**~first~) and 2πΔTw(**R**~last~**A**~out~, **R**~out~) are the twist angles of the entry and exit DNA segments with respect to their equilibrium orientations.

Specifically, in the case of a DNA-stiffening protein that forms straight nucleoprotein filaments along the DNA, we have: *a*~pr~ = *A*~pr~/(*b*~0~*K*) and *c*~pr~ = *C*~pr~/(*b*~0~*K*), where *A*~pr~ and *C*~pr~ are the bending and twisting persistence lengths of protein-covered DNA, and *K* is the number of DNA segments bound to a single protein. Furthermore, for such a protein **A**~in~ = **A**~out~ = **I**, where **I** is the identity matrix. As a result, in mechanical equilibrium all of the rotation matrices describing orientations of the protein-bound DNA segments have identical values: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{in} = {\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{first} = ... = {\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{last} = {\bf R}^\textrm{(eq)}_\textrm{out}$\end{document}$ (i.e. protein forms straight filaments).

Additional details regarding the mathematical description of the nucleoprotein complexes\' contribution into the total conformational energy of DNA can be found in [Supplementary Appendix B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Finally, it should be noted that in all of the calculations presented below, the size of the DNA segments was set to be equal to *q* = 1.5 bp for all of the DNA structural states and the DNA length was ∼4.7 kbp (a total of *N* = 3073 segments in the discretized polymer chain representing DNA). The values of the rest of the model parameters are listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (for bare DNA segments) and Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} (for different types of nucleoprotein complexes).

###### 

Values of the model parameters for different nucleoprotein complexes studied in this work, which were used in the transfer-matrix calculations.

  Protein          Bending rigidity, *a*~pr~   Twisting rigidity, *c*~pr~   Binding energy to DNA, μ~pr~ (*k*~B~*T*)   Cooperative binding energy, *J*~pr~ (*k*~B~*T*)   Linking number change, ΔLk~pr~   **A** ~in~, **A**~out~, **A**~ht~ and **A**~*j*~ Euler rotation matrices
  ---------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
  DNA-stiffening   33.3                        33.3                         3.0                                        2.0                                               N/A                              **A** ~in~ = **A**~out~ = **A**~ht~ =
                                                                                                                                                                                                          =**A**~*j*~ = **I**(0, 0, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  DNA-bending      33.3                        33.3                         2.0                                        0.0                                               N/A                              **A** ~in~ = **A**~out~ = **A**~1~ =
                                                                                                                                                                                                          =**I**(0, 0, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~2~(π, 0.2, π)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Nucleosomes      33.3                        33.3                         40.0                                       0.0                                               −1.2                             **A** ~in~(0, 2.12, −0.79)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~out~( − 0.79, 2.12, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~*j*~ = **I**(0, 0, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  L-tetrasomes     33.3                        33.3                         26.3                                       0.0                                               −0.73                            **A** ~in,\ L~(0, 2.26, −1.11)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~out,\ L~( −1.11, 2.26, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~*j*~ = **I**(0, 0, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  R-tetrasomes     33.3                        33.3                         24.0                                       0.0                                               +1.0                             **A** ~in,\ R~(0, 2.26, 1.11)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~out,\ R~(1.11, 2.26, 0)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          **A** ~*j*~ = **I**(0, 0, 0)

Matrices **A**~*j*~ in the last column of the table describe the relative orientations of DNA segments inside the respective nucleoprotein complexes, see [Supplementary Appendix B and Appendices F1--F3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details.

Main assumptions of the theory {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------

In this section we would like to summarize all of the main assumptions used to derived Equation ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the partition function of DNA interacting with proteins, which is important for understanding of potential applications that can be solved using the transfer-matrix formalism described above.

First of all, in order to derive mathematical formulas for the elements of the DNA transfer-matrix, **L**, in this study it was assumed that nucleoprotein complexes have fixed 3D structures, see [Supplementary Appendices B--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Therefore, application of the current theoretical framework should be restricted mainly to DNA--protein assemblies that have a well-defined conformation. While this assumption serves as a good first level of approximation to the description of DNA interaction with many different types of proteins, it should be noted that some nucleoprotein complexes may be very flexible, possessing more than one stable conformation. In this case, the formulas presented in this study should be accordingly modified to accurately depict force- and torque-dependent behaviour of such complexes.

Furthermore, the above assumption of a fixed nucleoprotein complex structure implies that the current model does not take into consideration cases of partial proteins binding to DNA, which may take place under sufficiently strong forces and torques applied to DNA. For instance, existing experimental data show that at 2--3 pN force, the outer turn of DNA interacting with histone octamers can be unwrapped from nucleosome complexes, while the inner turn remains stably attached to the protein core, resulting in a partially bound state of histone octamers to a mechanically stretched DNA ([@B43]).

However, despite the above limitations, it is very easy to make necessary modifications to the theory in order to incorporate into the model partial binding of proteins to DNA and multiple conformations of nucleoprotein complexes formed by flexible proteins. This can be achieved simply by adding new DNA segment states and/or new elements into the DNA transfer-matrix in the same way as it has been done in the case of DNA interaction with histone tetramers that can flip between the two alternative conformations, see more details in DNA-wrapping proteins section ('Results' section), [Supplementary Appendix F3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and at the end of Appendix G.

The next assumption that has been used in our derivations is the propensity of DNA-binding proteins to form nucleoprotein complexes only on B-form DNA. While there is not much information regarding the proteins' abilities to bind to alternative DNA structures, such as L- or P-DNA, it should be noted that it will be rather straightforward to include newly discovered protein--L-DNA and protein--P-DNA complexes into the transfer-matrix calculations again by introducing additional DNA segment states into the model.

Finally, to minimize the formulas' complexity, in this study we have not considered in detail the DNA and proteins' volume exclusion effect. As a result, the current theory cannot be applied to scenarios in which the volume exclusion plays a dominant role in determining the global DNA conformation. However, in principle, it is still possible to include such an effect in a mathematically rigorous way into the transfer-matrix formalism by making use of Hubbard--Stratonovich transformation that results in addition of an auxiliary fluctuating field to the DNA total conformational energy, see ref. ([@B92]) for details.

In addition to the above assumptions, we also used in this work the Fuller's approximate formula for the calculation of the DNA writhe number, see the previous section. From the existing theoretical studies, it is known that by utilizing this formula it is possible to obtain rather accurate estimations of the DNA linking number change for the most of DNA conformations up to the buckling transition point when DNA starts to develop supercoiled plectonemes ([@B75],[@B76],[@B87]). However, as soon as plectonemes start to appear in DNA, the Fuller's formula fails to provide correct values for the DNA writhe number, which restricts application of the transfer-matrix formalism up to the buckling transition point.

Nevertheless, as has been shown in our previous studies ([@B75],[@B76]), it is still possible to use the transfer-matrix calculations to predict transition boundaries between different structural states of DNA, including the torque-induced change between the extended and supercoiled DNA conformations. Furthermore, since binding of DNA-bending and DNA-wrapping proteins to DNA results in formation of solenoid-like complexes for which the Fuller's formula works rather well ([@B88],[@B89]), it is likely that the transfer-matrix formalism also can be used to obtain accurate predictions regarding the behaviour of DNA compacted by these types of proteins under force and torque constraints. This broadens application of the transfer-matrix theory to many interesting DNA--protein interaction scenarios, which are frequently studied in single-molecule experiments.

RESULTS {#SEC4}
=======

Mechanical response of bare DNA to force and torque constraints {#SEC4-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Using the above transfer-matrix approach, we first investigated the effects of force and torque constraints on the conformation of bare DNA and its transition between different structural states, such as B-, L- and P-DNA, in the absence of DNA-binding proteins in solution.

It should be noted that although the case of bare DNA has been discussed in detail in our previous studies ([@B75],[@B76]), it is used in this work as a control against which all other scenarios describing DNA interactions with proteins are compared. For this reason, we briefly recall in this section what is known about behaviour of a mechanically stretched and twisted bare DNA.

By substituting the values of the model parameters listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} that describe the physical properties of bare DNA into Equation ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it is not hard to obtain the DNA force-extension curves, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma (f) |_{\tau = \tau _0}$\end{document}$, at various torque constraints (*τ* = *τ*~0~), which are shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The top and the bottom panels of Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the force-extension and force-superhelical density curves for the case of negative (*τ* \< 0 pN·nm) and positive torques (*τ* \> 0 pN·nm), respectively.

![Mechanical response of bare DNA to the applied force and torque constraints in the absence of DNA-binding proteins. The figure shows (**A**) force-extension \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma (\tau )|_{f = f_0}$\end{document}$\] obtained at different values of the force, *f*, and torque, *τ*, exerted to the DNA. From panel (A), it can be seen that application of a sufficiently large torque (\|τ\| ≥ 6 pN·nm) leads to collapsing of bare DNA, which is accompanied by development of supercoiled DNA structures. Panel (B) provides additional details, showing that at forces *f* \< 0.5 pN all of the torque-extension curves have symmetric profiles with respect to both positive and negative torques, while at larger forces of *f* ∼ 0.5 − 0.7 pN this symmetry breaks due to B-DNA switching into alternative L- and P-DNA structures, which results in the respective change of the DNA superhelical density. In all panels, the DNA extension is normalized to the total contour length of DNA in B-form. Abbreviations sc-B, sc-L and sc-P are used to indicate supercoiled states of B-, L- and P-DNA, respectively.](gky478fig2){#F2}

From the graphs, it can be seen that the mechanical response of bare DNA to the applied force and torque constraints is highly non-linear. While at small torques (−5 ≤ *τ* ≤ 5 pN·nm) the DNA force-extension curves do not deviate much from the one corresponding to a torsionally relaxed DNA (*τ* = 0 pN·nm), application of stronger torsional stress (\|*τ*\| \> 5 pN·nm) results in rapid decrease of the DNA extension as soon as the stretching forces, *f*, drops below a certain threshold value, see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left top and bottom panels. Calculations of the DNA superhelical density, *σ* = ΔLk/Lk~0~, as a function of the applied force and torque constraints show that such torque-induced DNA collapsing is accompanied by a simultaneous steep change of the DNA superhelical density \[Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right top and bottom panels\], resembling typical behaviour of strongly twisted DNA that undergoes transition into a compact supercoiled conformation, which is typically observed in single-DNA manipulation experiments ([@B52]).

Furthermore, from the left panel of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showing the DNA torque-extension curves, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$z (\tau ) |_{f = f_0}$\end{document}$, calculated at various force constraints (*f* = *f*~0~), it can be seen that the DNA folding into the supercoiled conformation occurs both at positive and negative torques in a symmetric manner at low stretching forces (*f* \< 0.5 pN). However, at larger forces (*f* ≥ 0.5 − 0.7 pN) this symmetry breaks as stronger stretching makes it harder for DNA to form compact supercoiled structures; thus, preventing release of the accumulated DNA elastic twist energy via the DNA supercoiling process. As a result, transition of DNA from B-form into alternative L- and P-DNA structures becomes a more energetically favourable way for the DNA twist elastic energy relaxation at large stretching forces (*f* ≥ 0.5 pN).

It is not hard to see the effects of these DNA structural transitions on the left panel of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} as they manifest themselves in an abrupt change of the twist-extension curves' behaviour. For example, at forces *f* ≥ 5 pN and large negative torques (*τ* \< −11 pN·nm) the DNA extension increases by ∼1.1--1.3 times comparing to the case of a torsionally relaxed B-DNA (*τ* = 0 pN·nm), indicating DNA transition into alternative L-DNA form, which is accompanied by a simultaneous DNA superhelical density drop to the value of *σ* ∼ −2.0---see the right panel in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showing the DNA torque-superhelical density curves, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma (\tau ) |_{f = f_0}$\end{document}$, calculated at various force constraints. Likewise, at high positive torques (*τ* \> 35 pN·nm) the DNA extension becomes ∼1.6 times longer than that of a torsionally relaxed DNA (*τ* = 0 pN·nm), designating the DNA transition into P-DNA state, which is accompanied by a simultaneous large DNA superhelical density increase to the value of *σ* ∼ 3.0, see the right panel in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Similarly to B-DNA, both L- and P-DNA experience buckling transition from the extended to a compact supercoiled conformation, which is indicated on the left panel of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} by steep decrease of the DNA extension at large negative and positive torques as soon as the applied force drops below a certain threshold, whose value is slightly larger for L-DNA (∼1.5 pN) as compared to the B-DNA case and even more higher for P-DNA (∼20 pN) due to higher elasticities of L- and P-DNA forms.

Altogether, the above results demonstrate that the global conformation and structure of bare DNA are highly sensitive to mechanical constraints applied to it, in good agreement with the existing experimental data previously reported in multiple single-molecule studies ([@B56],[@B58],[@B77],[@B79],[@B93]).

Effects of DNA-stiffening proteins on the DNA mechanical response to force and torque constraints {#SEC4-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we used the transfer-matrix formalism to investigate the effects of force and torque constraints on DNA interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins, which upon binding to DNA form rigid nucleoprotein filaments that increase the DNA bending persistence lengths, and presumably the DNA twisting rigidity ([@B27],[@B29],[@B31],[@B33],[@B94]). For this purpose, we carried out calculations in which the bending and twisting persistence lengths of protein-covered DNA were set to *A*~pr~ = 200 nm and *C*~pr~ = 200 nm, respectively, with the value of the bending persistence length, *A*~pr~, falling in the range of 100 nm \<*A*~pr~ \< 500 nm previously reported for different types of DNA-stiffening proteins ([@B27],[@B29],[@B31],[@B33],[@B94]).

In the calculations, the proteins were allowed to bind to any place on the DNA as soon as the corresponding DNA section was in B-form (i.e. proteins interact only with B-form DNA), and each DNA-bound protein was assumed to occupy *K* = 12 DNA segments \[∼18 bp, see schematic Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], which is a typical DNA binding site size for many known DNA-stiffening proteins. Having at hand the bending and twisting persistence lengths of protein-covered DNA, and the binding site size of the proteins, it is then straightforward to find the values of dimensionless bending and twisting elasticities of the entry and exit DNA segments of nucleoprotein complexes: *a*~pr~ = *A*~pr~/(*Kb*~0~) = *c*~pr~ = *C*~pr~/(*Kb*~0~) = 33.3 (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), which were used in all of the computations presented below.

Finally, formation of nucleoprotein complexes on DNA was associated with the DNA--protein interaction energy of μ~pr~ = 3.0 *k*~B~*T*. In addition, since it is known that DNA-stiffening proteins often assemble into nucleoprotein filaments on DNA through cooperative interaction with each other ([@B27],[@B29],[@B31],[@B33],[@B94]), a cooperative binding energy of *J*~pr~ = 2.0 *k*~B~*T* between proteins occupying neighbouring DNA binding sites was introduced into the transfer-matrix calculations.

After substituting the above model parameters into the transfer-matrix, **L**, and boundary condition matrix, **Y**, describing DNA interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins \[see Equation (F6) in [Supplementary Appendix F1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\], we found the values of the observables, such as the DNA extension and superhelical density, in order to investigate a potential role of DNA-stiffening proteins in modulation of the DNA conformation under force and torque constraints. The final results of the computations are shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Mechanical response of DNA to the applied force and torque constraints in the presence of DNA interactions with DNA-stiffening proteins. The figure shows (**A**) force-extension and force-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the torque, *τ*, as well as (**B**) torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the force, *f*, exerted to the DNA. Solid curves demonstrate the behaviour of DNA in the presence of nucleoprotein complexes formation by DNA-stiffening proteins; whereas, dotted curves indicate mechanical response of bare DNA under the same force and torque constraints. As can be seen from comparison between the force-extension and force-superhelical density curves calculated for protein-covered and bare DNA, formation of rigid nucleoprotein filaments by DNA-stiffening proteins results in either complete disappearance or leftward shift of the DNA buckling transition point to smaller values of the applied force, indicating delay in the formation of supercoiled DNA structures. Such protein-induced suppression of the DNA supercoiling can be also clearly observed from the widening of the torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves in the presence of DNA interactions with DNA-stiffening proteins in comparison to the case of bare DNA. In all panels, the DNA extension is normalized to the total contour length of DNA in B-form.](gky478fig3){#F3}

From the direct comparison between the force-extension curves calculated for bare DNA (dotted lines) and protein-covered DNA (solid lines) displayed in the left panels of Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that formation of rigid nucleoprotein filaments on DNA, as expected, results in increased extension of a torsionally relaxed DNA at low forces (*f* ∼ 0.1 pN) due to the higher bending persistence length of the protein-covered DNA. In addition, the force-extension curves of protein-bound DNA demonstrate rather substantial shift in their buckling transition point at which DNA starts to collapse into a compact conformation towards lower values of the applied stretching force. This result indicates that nucleoprotein filaments assembled on DNA can delay or even completely inhibit development of supercoiled DNA structures. Indeed, the force-superhelical density curves of protein-covered DNA exhibit very similar shifts towards the lower values of the stretching force, validating that DNA interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins has an adverse effect on the formation of supercoiled DNA structures, see the right panels in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

Such DNA behaviour can be easily understood by recalling that DNA folding into compact supercoiled structures is initiated by DNA buckling---formation of initial DNA loops, which eventually develop into supercoiled DNA plectonemes. Since this process requires DNA bending at the buckling site, it is clear that DNA-stiffening nucleoprotein filaments will be preventing formation of such DNA loops unless the applied torsional stress is sufficiently high to overcome the nucleoprotein filaments' resistance to the bending. As a result, onset of the DNA supercoiling transition will be delayed in the presence of DNA-stiffening proteins in solution.

The torque-extension curves shown on the left panels of Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provide further details regarding the effect of stiff nucleoprotein filaments onto the global conformation of DNA, demonstrating that the most significant changes, such as delay in the DNA buckling transition that results in widening of the torque-extension curves, take place mainly at low forces (*f* ≤ 3 pN); whereas at higher forces the mechanical response of the protein-covered DNA to force and torque constraints is practically identical to that of a bare DNA in the absence of proteins in solution \[compare the left panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\].

Interestingly, from the left and right panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} it can be seen that binding of DNA-stiffening proteins to DNA has practically negligible suppressing effect on the DNA transitions from B- to L- or P-DNA forms. The main reason for this is that the average binding energy of the proteins to DNA per single base-pair (\<1 *k*~B~*T*) is much lower than the free energies μ~*u*~ (*u* = L or P) associated with the DNA transitions between different structural states (μ~*u*~ ∼ 3 − 20 *k*~B~*T* per base-pair, see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). As a result, this does not allow proteins to efficiently interfere with the DNA structural transitions unless the protein binding energy to DNA is very high.

In addition to the above curves characterizing the DNA behaviour under mechanical constraints in the presence of DNA-stiffening protein, we also calculated the average DNA occupancy fraction by proteins as a function of the force and torque applied to the DNA, see [Supplementary Figure S5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As expected for μ~pr~ = 3.0 *k*~B~*T* binding energy and *J*~pr~ = 2.0 *k*~B~*T* cooperative binding energy of proteins to DNA used in the calculations, a large part of the DNA is occupied by nucleoprotein complexes. Nevertheless, previously reported phenomenon of enhancement of the protein binding to DNA with increase in the stretching force exerted on the DNA ([@B42]) still can be clearly seen on all of the panels in [Supplementary Figure S5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In contrast to the stretching force, application of stronger torsional stress to DNA promotes proteins dissociation from it, see the middle and right panels of [Supplementary Figure S5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Development of supercoiled DNA structures at low forces (*f* ≤ 3 pN) and high torques (*τ* \> 10 pN·nm) further destabilizes nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA by DNA-stiffening proteins, resulting in dramatic decrease of the DNA occupancy fraction.

Such unusual behaviour of DNA-stiffening proteins is tightly related to the changes in the DNA entropic elasticity taking place upon proteins interaction with DNA. Namely, formation of stiff nucleoprotein filaments leads to restriction of available conformations that can be taken by protein-covered DNA. As a result, there exists an entropic penalty for the binding of DNA-stiffening proteins to DNA at low forces at which DNA tends to assume more coiled conformations. On the other hand, application of stronger tension to DNA leads to a more extended DNA conformation, resulting in reduction of the entropic penalty associated with the proteins' DNA-stiffening effect. Thus, in general, mechanical stretching of DNA promotes formation of nucleoprotein filaments by DNA-stiffening proteins.

As for the role of torque in regulation of the DNA-stiffening proteins' affinity to DNA, it is clear that rigid nucleoprotein filaments have smaller propensity to twist under applied torsional stress. This leads to a smaller change in the total DNA linking number in the case of protein-covered DNA comparing to the case of bare DNA. Thus, the potential energy associated with the DNA twisting will be smaller for bare DNA than for protein-covered DNA, suggesting that nucleoprotein complexes will be losing their stability under the applied torque. Eventually, this will result in partial dissociation of DNA-stiffening proteins from DNA.

At the buckling transition point, proteins interaction with DNA is further compromised by the DNA bending into loops that prevent formation of extended nucleoprotein filaments by DNA-stiffening proteins. This leads to apparent reduction of the proteins' binding affinity to DNA, which is manifested by the drop in the DNA occupancy fraction curves shown in the middle and right panels of [Supplementary Figure S5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} at the DNA buckling transition point.

Effects of DNA-bending proteins on the DNA mechanical response to force and torque constraints {#SEC4-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We further investigated the effects of force and torque constraints on the DNA-binding properties of DNA-bending proteins and explored the role of this type of proteins in regulation of the global DNA conformation. As a classical example of a DNA-bending protein, we used *Escherichia coli* integration host factor (IHF) as a model DNA-architectural protein in the transfer-matrix calculations, which is known to introduce sharp DNA bending at its binding site ([@B22]).

Following the existing structural and single-molecule data for IHF--DNA nucleoprotein complexes, the binding site size of IHF was set to 36 bp (i.e. *K* = 24 DNA segments) in all our computations, with the bending angle of DNA due to formation of the nucleoprotein complex being 150°, see schematic Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and ref. ([@B22],[@B32]). As in the case of DNA-stiffening proteins, in this section we assumed that IHF binds only to B-form DNA. To reproduce the experimentally measured detachment force at which IHF dissociates from DNA \[∼0.8 pN ([@B32])\], the IHF binding energy to DNA was put equal to μ~pr~ = 2.0 *k*~B~*T*. For the simplicity of calculations, in this study we did not consider the sequence-dependent affinity of IHF to DNA. As for the effective bending and twisting rigidities of IHF-DNA nucleoprotein complexes, *a*~pr~ and *c*~pr~, we used the same values for these model parameters as in the case of DNA-stiffening proteins described in the previous section, see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

Substituting the above parameters into Equation (F9)--(F10) in [Supplementary Appendix F2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} that describe the transfer-matrix, **L**, and boundary condition matrices, **Y** and **U**, of DNA interacting with IHF proteins, we plotted the force- and torque-extension curves \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma (\tau ) |_{f = f_0}$\end{document}$\] at various force (*f* = *f*~0~) and torque (*τ* = *τ*~0~) constraints, see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Mechanical response of DNA to the applied force and torque constraints in the presence of DNA interactions with DNA-bending proteins. The figure shows (**A**) force-extension and force-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the torque, *τ*, as well as (**B**) torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the force, *f*, exerted to the DNA. Solid curves demonstrate the behaviour of DNA in the presence of nucleoprotein complexes formation by DNA-bending protein; whereas, dotted curves indicate mechanical response of bare DNA under the same force and torque constraints. From panel (A), it can be seen that formation of nucleoprotein complexes by DNA-bending proteins results in DNA compaction at small forces (*f* \< 1 pN), which is accompanied by a gradual increase in the magnitude of the DNA superhelical density that assumes either negative or positive sign depending on the direction of the applied torque. The left panel (B) provides further details, demonstrating that while having more compact shapes, the DNA torque-extension curves maintain their symmetry with respect to the torque sign up to the point where DNA experiences transition into alternative L-DNA structure at *τ* ∼ −11 pN·nm, indicating that formed nucleoprotein complexes do not discriminate between positive or negative torques applied to the DNA. In all panels, the DNA extension is normalized to the total contour length of DNA in B-form.](gky478fig4){#F4}

The first obvious change in the conformation of DNA, which can be clearly seen from the force-extension curves calculated for protein-covered DNA (solid lines) shown in the left top and bottom panels of Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, is collapsing of DNA into a compact conformation due to its interaction with IHF proteins that takes place at forces below 1 pN in a wide range of the applied torque constraints (−11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 12 pN·nm). This is in stark contrast to the behaviour of bare DNA (dotted lines), which either stays in the extended conformation (at −6 ≤ *τ* ≤ 6 pN·nm torques) or undergoes supercoiling (at \|*τ*\| ≥ 6 pN·nm torques), but only at considerably smaller forces than in the case of IHF-covered DNA.

Interestingly, the force-superhelical density curves of DNA interacting with IHF proteins reveal that application of even small torsional stress to the DNA (\|*τ*\| ≤ 5 pN·nm) leads to development of supercoiled DNA conformations of the same sign as the applied torque \[solid lines in the right top and bottom panels of Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\], which is again in sharp contrast to the bare DNA case where the superhelical density remains near zero in the same torque range (dotted lines in the same panels). This result indicates that although the IHF-mediated DNA bending does not have a preferential chirality at zero torque, it readily assumes left-handed/right-handed conformation in response to negative/positive torques applied to the DNA, suggesting that nucleoprotein complexes formed by IHF can easily flip between left- and right-handed structures.

Furthermore, as can be seen from the right panels of Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the magnitude of the superhelical density of IHF-covered DNA experiences rather moderate increase with reducing stretching force in *τ* ∈ \[−11, −6\] and *τ* ∈ \[6, 11\] pN·nm torque ranges. At the same time, bare DNA rapidly develops supercoils at these conditions, which result in the steep DNA superhelical density change. Thus, it can be concluded that IHF remains stably bound to DNA in this torque range, suppressing formation of supercoiled bare DNA structures that otherwise would form at forces *f* \< 1 pN. Indeed, the DNA occupancy fraction curves shown in the left and middle panels of [Supplementary Figure S5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} demonstrate that the amount of DNA-bound IHF proteins stay at a constant level at low forces (*f* \< 1 pN) in the broad range of the applied torque constraints (−11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 12 pN·nm).

Application of stronger positive torques (*τ* ≥ 12 pN·nm) leads to the shift of the DNA occupancy fraction curves to higher force values, suggesting torque-induced stabilization of nucleoprotein complexes formed by IHF proteins, see the middle panel of [Supplementary Figure S5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. However, due to the failure of the Fuller's formula to describe the DNA writhe number beyond the buckling transition point, which results in potentially inaccurate prediction of the DNA occupancy fraction by the transfer-matrix calculations for strongly supercoiled DNA, it is not clear whether or not the DNA occupancy fraction curves eventually reach the same maximum level at *τ* ≥ 12 pN·nm torques as in the case of lower torque values (−11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 12 pN·nm). Although, resemblance of the force-extension and force-superhelical density curves of IHF-covered DNA to those of bare DNA \[Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\] suggests that IHF may partially dissociate from DNA at *τ* ≥ 12 pN·nm torques due to the formation of supercoiled bare DNA structures, similarly to the case of DNA-stiffening proteins described in the previous section.

Torque-extension curves shown in the left panels of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provide further details regarding the role of IHF proteins in force- and torque-dependent regulation of the DNA conformation. Namely, by comparing the results presented in the left panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, it can be seen that at high forces (*f* ≥ 3 pN) the torque-extension curves of DNA interacting with IHF proteins are identical to those of bare DNA, indicating that IHF binding to DNA is inhibited in this force range regardless of the magnitude of the applied torque, in full accordance with the torque-DNA occupancy fraction graphs plotted in the right panel of [Supplementary Figure S5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. At lower forces (*f* ≤ 1.5 pN), however, formation of nucleoprotein complexes on DNA by IHF proteins leads to a very drastic change in the DNA conformation---the DNA extension becomes significantly shorter than that of bare DNA due to the DNA bending by IHF proteins,---see the left panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and also the left panel of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} that displays the torque-extension curves of protein-covered DNA (solid lines) and bare DNA (dotted lines) on the same graph.

Application of torques from *τ* ∈ \[−11, 12\] pN·nm range leads to further DNA extension drop with the rising torque magnitude, indicating increase in the IHF binding affinity to DNA and formation of more compact DNA--protein structures at stronger torques, see the left panel of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. This result is in good agreement with the torque-DNA occupancy fraction curves shown in the right panel of [Supplementary Figure S5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} that demonstrate torque-induced promotion of the DNA interaction with IHF proteins at these conditions. Furthermore, from the left panel of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that the shapes of the torque-extension curves in the case of IHF-covered DNA are much smoother than in the case of bare DNA, suggesting that in the former situation torque-induced decrease of the DNA extension is mainly caused by stronger DNA bending by IHF proteins rather than by formation of supercoiled structures typical for bare DNA.

At larger positive torques (*τ* ≥ 15 pN·nm), however, the torque-extension curves of DNA interacting with IHF proteins become practically identical to those obtained for bare DNA \[compare the left panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\], indicating IHF dissociation from the DNA due to formation of supercoiled bare DNA structures. Similarly, application of strong negative torques (*τ* \< −11 pN·nm) also results in destabilization of nucleoprotein complexes formed by IHF proteins, but this time this happens due to the DNA transition into alternative L-DNA structural state, which is manifested by the increase in the DNA extension and the large drop in the DNA superhelical density.

Indeed, the right panel of [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} demonstrating the DNA superhelical density curves versus the applied torsional stress shows that at extreme negative (*τ* \< −11 pN·nm) and positive (*τ* \> 35 pN·nm) torques, where DNA experiences transitions into L- and P-DNA states, the curves look identical to those obtained in the case of bare DNA \[Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel\]. This result suggests that similarly to DNA-stiffening proteins, IHF binding to B-DNA does not have a strong effect on the DNA transitions into alternative structural states, such as L- and P-DNA, as the protein binding energy to DNA measured per single DNA base-pair (μ~pr~ = 2.0 *k*~B~*T* / 36 bp ≈0.06 *k*~B~*T* per bp) is much smaller than the free energy associated with the DNA transitions between different structural states (μ~*u*~ ∼ 3 − 20 *k*~B~*T* per base-pair, where *u* = L or P, see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Thus, it can be concluded that the most prominent changes in the conformation of DNA due to its interaction with DNA-bending proteins mostly take place in a narrow range of torques (−11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 16 pN·nm) and only at sufficiently low forces applied to DNA (*f* \< 1.5 pN). Indeed, as [Supplementary Figure S5b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows, only in this range the IHF density on the DNA becomes sufficiently high to alter its spatial organization.

Finally, from the torque-superhelical density curves presented in the right panel of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that the superhelical density of IHF-covered DNA switches from a negative value at negative torques to a positive value at positive torques, once again demonstrating that nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-bending proteins can easily flip between left- and right-handed conformations depending on the sign of the applied torque.

Effects of DNA-wrapping proteins on the DNA mechanical response to force and torque constraints {#SEC4-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The final group of architectural proteins, which we studied in this work, were DNA-wrapping proteins that not only promote formation of compact nucleoprotein complexes upon binding to DNA, but also make a well-defined fixed contribution to the total DNA linking number. In this section, we explore two famous examples of DNA-wrapping proteins: (i) histone octamers that wrap ∼147 bp of DNA into a left-handed solenoidal structures known as a nucleosomes ([@B23],[@B24],[@B35]), and (ii) histone (H3-H4)~2~ tetramers that wrap ∼73 bp of DNA into tetrasomes---half nucleosome complexes that do not possess significant chiral preference, flipping between left- and right-handed conformations ([@B99],[@B100]). Here we show how the effects of force and torque constraints applied to DNA influence on its interaction with these two protein complexes, which serve as specific examples of chiral and achiral DNA-wrapping proteins.

Since the X-ray crystal structure of nucleosomes has been previously solved ([@B23],[@B24]), we used it as a template for constructing the model of nucleosome complexes, which is demonstrated on schematic Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As for tetrasomes, their exact structure is not known yet. For this reason, we modelled them simply as a half (left-handed tetrasomes) or a mirrored half (right-handed tetrasomes) of nucleosome complexes that wrap ∼73 bp of DNA ([@B101]), see Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Furthermore, due to the absence of experimental data regarding the elastic properties of nucleosomes and tetrasomes, the bending and twisting rigidities of the entry and exit DNA segments of these nucleoprotein complexes for simplicity were set equal to the same values as in the case of DNA-stiffening and DNA-bending proteins considered in the previous sections: *a*~pr~ = *c*~pr~ = 33.3, see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Although we would like to emphasize that in contrast to the case of DNA-stiffening proteins, bending and twist rigidities of the entry and exit DNA segments of DNA-wrapping proteins play less significant roles in determining the mechanical response of protein-covered DNA to force and torque constraints, assuming that the protein binding energy to DNA, μ~pr~, is fixed at a constant value. Thus, *a*~pr~ and *c*~pr~ parameters have rather negligible impact on the results presented in this section.

In contrast, the binding energies of histone tetramers and octamers to DNA play the major roles in determining stabilities of tetrasome and nucleosome complexes under force and torque constraints applied to the DNA. While the exact values of these energies are not yet known, estimations based on single-molecule experimental data indicate that the value of the DNA-binding energy of histone octamers is likely to be of the order of ∼40 *k*~B~*T* ([@B102]).

In addition, single-DNA manipulation assays show that the energy associated with the unwrapping of the first DNA turn (known as outer nucleosome turn) from histone octamers equals to 12.0 *k*~B~*T* ([@B43]), and while there is no similar data for the remaining part of the nucleosome-bound DNA (inner nucleosome turn), the same experiments indicate that its affinity to histone octamers may approximately be twice as big ([@B43],[@B103]). Hence, taken together, both outer and inner nucleosome turns add up to ∼40 *k*~B~*T* of the nucleosome protein core binding energy to DNA, in good agreement with the chromatin stretching experiments reported in ref. ([@B102]). For this reason, in all our nucleosome calculations the DNA-binding energy of histone octamers to DNA was set equal to μ~pr~ = 40.0 *k*~B~*T*.

Furthermore, existing single-molecule data suggest that the inner nucleosome turn is formed by H3/H4-DNA interactions ([@B45]). Thus, the energy associated with the unwrapping of the inner nucleosome turn may be regarded as the binding energy of (H3-H4)~2~ histone tetramers to DNA. On top of that, experimental measurements reveal that left-handed tetrasomes have 2.3 *k*~B~*T* energy preference over right-handed tetrasomes ([@B100]). Based on these observations the DNA-binding energies for the left- and right-handed tetrasomes were put equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, formation of nucleosome and tetrasome complexes on DNA is accompanied by the change in the total DNA linking number by a well-defined amount, ΔLk~pr~, per each nucleoprotein complex. From the existing experimental data it is known that the DNA linking number change due to the DNA wrapping around the nucleosome core is ΔLk~pr~ ∼ −1.2 ([@B100],[@B104]); whereas, in the case of tetrasomes, experimentally measured DNA linking number changes associated with the left- and right-handed tetrasome conformations are equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta \textrm{Lk}_\textrm{pr}^\textrm{right} = +1.0$\end{document}$, respectively ([@B100]). Thus, in all of the transfer-matrix calculations, assembly of nucleosome and tetrasome complexes on DNA was associated with the respective DNA linking number changes, see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

Substituting the values of the above model parameters into Equation (F11)--(F12) in [Supplementary Appendix F3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and using the resulting DNA transfer-matrices to calculate the DNA partition function, we plotted the force- and torque-extension curves \[$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma (\tau ) |_{f = f_0}$\end{document}$\] at fixed force (*f* = *f*~0~) and torque (*τ* = *τ*~0~) constraints in the presence of tetrasome and nucleosome complexes formation on DNA. The final results of the computations are shown in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6;](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figures S3 and 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Mechanical response of DNA to the applied force and torque constraints in the presence of DNA interactions with histone tetramers. The figure shows (**A**) force-extension and force-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the torque, *τ*, as well as (**B**) torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the force, *f*, exerted to the DNA. Solid curves demonstrate the behaviour of DNA in the presence of histone tetramers; whereas, dotted curves indicate mechanical response of bare DNA under the same force and torque constraints. As can be seen from the top and bottom plots on panel (A), formation of tetrasome complexes on DNA leads to the molecule collapsing into a compact conformation, which is accompanied by the change in the DNA superhelical density, whose sign depends on the magnitude and direction of the applied torque. While tetrasomes can easily switch between the left- and right-handed structures, their slight preference to assume the left-handed conformation results in somewhat asymmetric behaviour of the DNA force-superhelical density curves with respect to positive and negative torques, as can be seen from the right graphs of panel (A). Nevertheless, torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves displayed on panel (B) still demonstrate rather symmetric shapes up to the point when DNA experiences transition into alternative L-DNA state at *τ* ∼ −11 pN·nm torque. In all panels, the DNA extension is normalized to the total contour length of DNA in B-form. Abbreviations L-tetrasomes and R-tetrasomes are used to indicate left- and right-handed tetrasome complexes, respectively.](gky478fig5){#F5}

![Mechanical response of DNA to the applied force and torque constraints in the presence of DNA interactions with histone octamers. The figure shows (**A**) force-extension and force-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the torque, *τ*, as well as (**B**) torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves obtained at different values of the force, *f*, exerted to the DNA. Solid curves demonstrate the behaviour of DNA in the presence of histone octamers that upon binding to DNA form nucleosome complexes; whereas, dotted curves indicate mechanical response of bare DNA under the same force and torque constraints. In contrast to histone tetrasomes, nucleosomes always assume the left-handed conformation and, as a result, form on DNA only at negative (*τ* \< 0 pN·nm) or moderate positive torques (0 \< *τ* \< 15 pN·nm). Indeed, it can be seen from panels (A) and (B) that upon binding to DNA, histone octamers collapse it into a compact conformation in −11 ≤ *τ* \< 15 pN·nm torque range; whereas, application of a higher positive torsional stress to DNA (*τ* ≥ 15 pN·nm) leads to destabilization of nucleosome complexes, which eventually give a way to formation of supercoiled bare DNA structures. As for large negative torques (*τ* \< −11 pN·nm), under these conditions DNA experiences transition into alternative L-DNA form, which drives dissociation of histone octamers from the DNA. In all panels, the DNA extension is normalized to the total contour length of DNA in B-form.](gky478fig6){#F6}

From the left top and bottom panels of Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that histone tetramers bind to DNA and promote its collapsing into a compact conformation in a wide range of the applied force and torque constraints. Interestingly, shift of the force-extension curves calculated for DNA interacting with histone tetramers \[solid lines in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\] towards higher force values with the increasing magnitude of the applied torque suggests that torsional stress of both positive and negative sign facilitates tetrasomes formation, resulting in a more stable compaction of the DNA. This torque-induced effect can be even more clearly observed on the left and middle panels of [Supplementary Figure S6a and b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} demonstrating the change of the average DNA occupancy fraction by tetrasome complexes as a function of the applied force and torque constraints.

One of the most prominent features that stands out in [Supplementary Figure S6a and b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} is that both positive and negative torques promote formation of tetrasomes with correspondingly right- and left-handed complex chiralities, resulting in the respective jump of the DNA superhelical density to ±(0.06−0.13), where the sign of the change is determined by the chirality of the formed nucleoprotein complexes \[see the right panels of Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. These results are in good agreement with the previously published experimental data ([@B100]), suggesting that transfer-matrix calculations correctly reproduce behaviour of tetrasome complexes revealed in single-molecule experiments.

Furthermore, from [Supplementary Figure S6a and b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} it can be seen that whilst being stable at low and moderate tensions (*f* \< 5 − 9 pN), tetrasomes quickly become destabilized by forces *f* \> 6 − 10 pN, resulting in complete dissociation of histone tetramers from DNA. Thus, it can be concluded that tetrasomes respond to the force and torque constraints in a completely opposite way than DNA-stiffening proteins---whilst the latter prefer torsionally relaxed DNA stretched by a mechanical force, tetrasomes mostly bind to twisted DNA being under sufficiently low tension.

Such a distinct behaviour of the two types of DNA-binding proteins stems from the large difference in the geometric and topological characteristics of their nucleoprotein complexes. Namely, DNA wrapping by histone tetramers results in −0.73/+1.0 DNA linking number change, which leads to a strong stabilization effect of the left- and right-handed tetrasomes at high torques of the corresponding sign caused by the significant decrease of the terasomes' torque-dependent potential energy. On the other hand, DNA-stiffening proteins predominantly form straight rigid nucleoprotein filaments on DNA that rather easily lose their stability when either positive or negative torque is applied to the DNA, see the DNA-stiffening protein section.

Furthermore, DNA compaction by tetrasomes results in a situation when mechanical stretching of DNA works against formation of tetrasome complexes, which eventually leads to destabilization of tetrasomes by the applied force. In contrast, sufficiently strong tension exerted on DNA promotes its interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins due to purely entropic reasons discussed in the DNA-stiffening protein section.

Finally, it should be noted that besides having different response to force and torque constraints, tetrasomes and DNA-stiffening complexes also have very distinct effects on the global DNA conformation, which are not only can be clearly seen from the DNA force-extension and force-superhelical density curves shown in Figures [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, but also strongly pronounced in the behaviour of the DNA torque-extension and torque-superhelical density curves presented in Figures [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Indeed, direct comparison between the left panels of Figures [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that whilst DNA interaction with DNA-stiffening proteins results in widening of the DNA torque-extension curves in the force range of 0 ≤ *f* ≤ 3 pN due to formation of rigid nucleoprotein filaments delaying the DNA buckling transition into a supercoiled conformation, binding of histone tetramers to DNA leads to almost complete collapsing of the torque-extension curves as a result of assembly of compact tetrasome complexes on the DNA.

It is also interesting to note from the right panels of Figures [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} that whilst nucleoprotein complexes formed by DNA-bending proteins and histone tetramers both can easily flip between the left- and right-handed conformations, the DNA torque-superhelical density curves corresponding to these complexes exhibit very different behaviours. In the case of tetrasomes, these curves reach two plateaus: ∼−0.09 at negative torques (−10 ≤ *τ* \< 0 pN·nm) and ∼0.12 at positive torques (0 \< *τ* ≤ 30 pN·nm) applied to the DNA, see the right panels of Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; whereas, in the case of DNA-bending protein, IHF, no such plateaus can be observed, see the right panels of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The main reason for such distinct behaviour of the two proteins is previously mentioned fact that histone tetramers make a well-defined contribution to the DNA linking number change upon formation of tetrasome complexes on the DNA. At the same time, the contribution of DNA-bending proteins, such as IHF, to the DNA linking number mainly depends on the relative orientations of the resulting nucleoprotein complexes with the respect to the rest of the DNA, which can be changed by modulating the magnitude and sign of the torque applied to the DNA.

As for nucleosomes, their behaviour is practically identical to that of left-handed tetrasomes. Namely, from the top left panel of Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that nucleosomes promote collapsing of DNA into a compact conformation with the resulting effect being enhanced by negative torques applied to DNA. Indeed, the left panel of [Supplementary Figure S6c](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that larger negative torques facilitate formation of nucleosome complexes on DNA. On the other hand, the bottom left panel of Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and the middle panel of [Supplementary Figure S6c](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} indicate that application of large positive torques to DNA results in strong destabilization of nucleosomes, causing DNA unwrapping from histone octamers with their subsequent dissociation from the DNA.

Such asymmetric response of nucleosome complexes to the applied torque constraints can be also clearly seen in the left panel of Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrating the DNA torque-extension curves in the presence of DNA interaction with histone octamers (solid lines). The figure shows that whilst DNA is compacted by nucleosome complexes in the torque range of −11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 15 pN·nm, at large positive torques (*τ* \> 15 pN·nm) it behaves in the same way as in the absence of histone octamers in solution, suggesting that histone octamers dissociate from DNA at these conditions \[for more details compare the left panels of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\].

The above observations result from the fact that due to the negative linking number change of DNA upon formation of nucleosome complexes (ΔLk~pr~ = −1.2), negative torsional stresses applied to the DNA decrease the torque-dependent potential energy of nucleosome complexes, enhancing their stability and promoting their formation on DNA; whereas, positive torques result in the nucleosomes' potential energy increase, which eventually drives dissociation of histone octamers from DNA.

Furthermore, from the right panels of Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} that show the force- and torque-superhelical density curves of DNA interacting with histone octamers it can be seen that inability of nucleosome complexes to change their chirality by flipping from the left-handed to a right-handed conformation results in the negative superhelical density of DNA (∼−0.08), which is covered by nucleosome complexes. In addition, this leads to appearance of only one, negative plateau (∼−0.08), in torque-superhelical density curves at −11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 15 pN·nm torques, in sharp contrast to the the case of tetrasome complexes, whose capability to switch between the left- and right-handed conformations causes formation of the two plateaus (negative and positive) in the torque-superhelical density curves, see the right panel of Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

Force-torque phase diagrams of DNA structures and DNA--protein complexes {#SEC4-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the obtained theoretical results, we have plotted force-torque phase diagrams that show the transition boundaries between different structural states of DNA and/or DNA--protein complexes for the five scenarios considered in the above sections, including the bare DNA case and DNA interacting with the four different types of DNA-architectural proteins, see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

![DNA phase diagrams. The figure shows force-torque phase diagrams for: bare DNA (**A**), DNA interacting with DNA-stiffening (**B**) and DNA-bending proteins (**C**) as well as for DNA in the presence of tetrasome (**D**) and nucleosome (**E**) complexes formation. Solid curves predicted by the transfer-matrix calculations indicate transition boundaries between extended (B, L and P) and supercoiled (sc-B, sc-L and sc-P) states of DNA as well as between various DNA--protein conformations. Presented phase diagrams summarize all of the theoretical results plotted in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. From the figure, it can be seen that while DNA-stiffening proteins delay formation of supercoiled DNA structures, forcing DNA to stay in the extended conformation (i.e. the boundary in panel (B) between B-DNA and sc-B states recedes to higher values of the applied torque), DNA-bending and wrapping proteins promote DNA compaction via assembly of nucleoprotein complexes inducing DNA supercoiling. Circles in the phase diagram of bare DNA (A) indicate experimental data points, which were digitized from ref. ([@B56],[@B58],[@B77],[@B79],[@B93]). Dotted lines in panel (B) demonstrate position of the boundary between extended and supercoiled B-DNA states in the absence of DNA-stiffening proteins in solution (i.e. in the case of bare DNA).](gky478fig7){#F7}

The boundaries between B- and L-DNA as well as between B- and P-DNA structural states were defined as the set of points (*f, τ*) at which ∼50% of the DNA segments are in L- or P-DNA forms, respectively. Furthermore, the boundary between extended and supercoiled conformations of DNA in a particular structural state was determined as a set of points at which DNA extension experiences ∼50% drop with respect to the value predicted by the worm-like chain model for the corresponding form of DNA being in a torsionally relaxed state.

Finally, the boundaries between bare DNA and protein-covered DNA states were assumed to pass through the points at which half of the maximum DNA-binding sites are occupied by the studied protein. Here we would like to note that the total number of DNA-binding sites is not necessarily equivalent to the total number of DNA segments, see, for example, [Supplementary Figure S6c](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showing that the maximum occupancy fraction of DNA by nucleosomes never goes above ∼90%. The main reason for this is the existence of bare DNA gaps between nucleoprotein complexes that correspond to DNA linkers connecting neighbouring protein--DNA complexes. In the case of reconstituted nucleosome arrays or densely packed yeast chromatin, the minimal length of such DNA linkers was found to be of the order of ∼10 − 20 bp ([@B105],[@B106]). For this reason, the minimal possible spacing between neighbouring nucleosomes was set to 18 bp (i.e. 12 DNA segments) in all of the transfer-matrix calculations. The same minimal length of the DNA linkers was also used in the computations of DNA interacting with histone tetramers and IHF proteins, as previously reported structural data suggest that such linkers likely exist in-between nucleoprotein complexes formed by IHF proteins as well ([@B22]), see [Supplementary Appendices F2--F3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details.

The resulting phase diagrams plotted using the above definitions for the DNA transition boundaries for the cases of bare DNA and DNA interacting with DNA-stiffening, DNA-bending (IHF) and DNA-wrapping proteins (hitone tetramers and octamers) are depicted on Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

Whilst the case of bare DNA has been previously discussed in details in our earlier publications ([@B75],[@B76]), here we will mainly focus on the description of the rest of the phase diagrams using the bare DNA graph shown in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} as a reference point to identify main changes in the DNA behaviour upon addition of different DNA-binding proteins into solution.

The next panel, \[Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\], demonstrates the phase diagram of DNA in the presence of nucleoprotein filaments formation by DNA-stiffening proteins. As can be seen from the figure, proteins binding to DNA leads to the leftward and rightward shifts of the boundaries between extended and supercoiled B-DNA conformations at negative and positive torques, respectively, comparing to the case of bare DNA. Such receding of the DNA supercoiling transition boundaries results from the delay in the DNA buckling transition due to the DNA-stiffening effect produced by rigid nucleoprotein filaments, which polymerize on DNA upon proteins binding to it, see the DNA-stiffening protein section for more details.

In the case of DNA interaction with the DNA-bending protein (IHF), the most prominent effect that can be seen from the phase diagram displayed on Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"} is appearance of a new DNA--protein state in −11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 17 pN·nm torque range and at forces *f* \< 1.0 − 1.5 pN that corresponds to the formation of compact nucleoprotein complexes by IHF proteins on DNA. As the transfer matrix calculations show, these complexes assume left-handed chirality at negative torques (−11 ≤ *τ* \< 0 pN·nm) and, more importantly, have free energy, which is smaller than the energy of supercoiled bare B-DNA, see the DNA-bending protein section for more details. This results in complete disappearance of the latter state from the phase diagram of IHF-bound DNA at negative torques. At positive torques, however, the DNA behaviour is slightly more complicated. While at 0 \< *τ* ≤ 17 pN·nm torques IHF binding to DNA leads to formation of compact nucleoprotein complexes with right-handed chirality, further increase of the torque causes dissociation of IHF proteins from DNA, which give a way to formation of positively supercoiled bare B-DNA structures.

The final two panels shown in Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the phase diagrams of DNA in the presence of tetrasome (D) and nucleosome (E) complexes formation. From Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that in the case of tetrasomes, the most prominent changes emerging on the phase diagram of DNA is appearance of the two new DNA states corresponding to assembly of the left-handed tetrasomes at negative torques and right-handed tetrasomes at positive torques. Interestingly, in contrast to DNA-bending proteins, strong drop in the DNA free energy associated with the formation of tetrasome complexes not only leads to complete disappearance of the supercoiled bare B-DNA state at negative torques, but at positive torques as well.

In the case of nucleosomes, Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that they form in a more narrow torque range (−11 ≤ *τ* ≤ 15 pN·nm) comparing to tetrasome complexes. Indeed, as the transfer-matrix calculations discussed in the DNA-wrapping protein section show, nucleosomes become highly destabilized at large positive torques due to their left-handed chirality. As a result, while nucleosomes assembly on DNA leads to disappearance of supercoiled bare B-DNA state at negative torques, at high positive torques (*τ* ≥ 15 pN·nm) DNA keeps developing supercoiled structures that drive dissociation of histone octamers from the DNA. Another interesting feature that can be seen in Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"} is a rather steep boundary between the nucleosome-covered and extended bare B-DNA states, indicating that nucleosomes formation on B-DNA is more sensitive to the applied torque constraints than in the case of other nucleoprotein complexes discussed in this work---an effect which may be employed by living cells in regulation of the chromatin structure and its spatial organization.

Application of the transfer-matrix theory for processing of experimental data {#SEC4-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate practical utility of the transfer-matrix formalism, in this section we describe how to exploit it in order to extract valuable information about DNA--protein interactions from experimentally measured force-extension curves of DNA. For this purpose, we use experimental data obtained on a torsionally relaxed 48 502 bp *λ*-DNA incubated in the presence of different amounts of TrmBL2 protein in solution ([@B33]).

It has been shown in our previous study that TrmBL2 is a DNA-stiffening protein, which binds to DNA in a cooperative manner, resulting in polymerization of rigid nucleoprotein filaments ([@B33]). Furthermore, it has been found that TrmBL2 has two different binding modes to DNA, which manifest themselves in a protein concentration-dependent manner ([@B33]). Whilst it is not hard to introduce both of these modes into the transfer-matrix calculations \[see comments at the end of the *'General Theory*' section\], here we deal only with the experimental data obtained at 0 − 150 nM protein concentrations, at which TrmBL2 interaction with DNA can be described by a single binding mode ([@B33]). This makes it possible to directly use [Supplementary Equation (F6)](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in order to fit experimentally measured force-extension curves of DNA (solid symbols in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) in the presence of TrmBL2 protein in solution to the theoretical graphs predicted by the transfer-matrix theory (solid lines in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Force-extension curves of DNA in the presence of different amounts of TrmBL2 protein in solution. The figure shows fitting of the experimentally measured force-extension curves of DNA obtained at different concentrations of DNA-stiffening protein, TrmBL2, in solution to the theoretical results predicted by the transfer-matrix theory. Solid symbols on the plot represent the experimental data points collected during stretching cycles of *λ*-DNA; whereas, solid curves demonstrate theoretical data fitting based on the transfer-matrix calculations described in the main text. Error bars show experimental SEM values of the corresponding data points.](gky478fig8){#F8}

For the fitting procedure we used the Nelder--Mead simplex algorithm ([@B107]), which enables to search for the optimal values of the model parameters at which the total deviation between the experimental data points and the theoretical curves is minimal. To fit the data, the following three model parameters were varied in the calculations: (i) the bending persistence length of protein-covered DNA \[*A*~pr~\], (ii) equilibrium dissociation constant of the protein from DNA \[*K*~d~\] and (iii) the cooperative binding energy of proteins to DNA \[*J*~pr~\]. At each algorithm step, the proteins' binding energy to DNA at a given concentration, *c*, of TrmBL2 in solution was calculated using the following classical formula: μ~pr~  = ln (*c/K*~d~). The final results in the form of DNA force-extension curves predicted by the transfer-matrix theory for the optimum values of the model parameters are shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}.

As can be seen from the figure, the theoretical graphs demonstrate very good agreement with the experimental data. Furthermore, the obtained optimal values of the model parameters: *A*~pr~ = 88 nm, *K*~d~ = 3.8 nM and *J*~pr~ = 4.26 *k*~B~*T* are very close to those previously reported in ref. ([@B33]), which were acquired by an independent method via fitting the experimental data to the Marko--Siggia formula and Hill equation. This consistency indicates that the transfer-matrix theory presented in this study accurately describes DNA--protein interactions and can be easily implemented for extraction of important information regarding the DNA-binding affinities of studied proteins and physical properties of nucleoprotein complexes from single-molecule experiments performed on individual DNA molecules.

DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
==========

In this study, we have developed a new theoretical approach based on the transfer-matrix calculations for investigation of DNA--protein interactions under force and torque constraints, which makes it possible to evaluate changes in the DNA conformation due to formation of nucleoprotein complexes by DNA-binding proteins in a wide range of mechanical forces applied to the DNA. As a result, the constructed theoretical framework may be used in future to provide better understanding of the potential role of such constraints in regulation of the DNA-binding properties of different types of DNA-architectural proteins.

It should be noted that although in this study the transfer-matrix approach has been demonstrated using examples of proteins which equally well bind to all of the DNA segments, the nature of the transfer-matrix formalism easily allows one to include sequence-dependent behaviour of DNA-binding proteins into the calculations. Indeed, according to Equation ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the DNA partition function is determined by the product of transfer matrices, which are defined locally on the vertices connecting neighbouring DNA segments in the polygonal chain representing the DNA polymer. Thus, proteins sequence-specific binding to DNA can be straightforwardly implemented by introduction of site-dependent DNA transfer-matrices, **L**~*j*~ (*j* = 1, \..., *N* − 1), and replacement of **L**^*N*\ −\ 1^ matrices product with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\prod\nolimits _{j=1}^{N-1} {\bf L}_j$\end{document}$ in Equation ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Furthermore, flexibility of the developed transfer-matrix approach makes it possible not only use it to study formation of nucleoprotein complexes by a single type of DNA-architectural proteins at a time, but, more importantly, to investigate competitive binding of different types of proteins to the same DNA and its potential regulation by mechanical constraints applied to the DNA. Indeed, calculations presented in this study demonstrate that force and torque constraints imposed on DNA frequently have a strong effect on the proteins' DNA-binding affinity, whose strength may either increase or drop depending on the architecture of the nucleoprotein complexes as well as the magnitude and direction of the applied mechanical forces. These results immediately imply that by changing the mechanical constraints it may be possible to modulate the balance between nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA by different groups of DNA-binding proteins, warranting future study.

Considering mounting experimental evidences showing that the chromosomal DNA in living cells is subject to a large number of various mechanical constraints, and taking into account that there exist many different types of DNA-binding proteins involved in regulation of the DNA organization inside living cells, this kind of research may help to gain better understanding of how the force- and torque-dependent interaction of DNA-architectural proteins and transcription factors with DNA results in experimentally observed activation or suppression of a number of specific genes in response to mechanical forces applied to the nucleus and/or chromosomal DNA in living cells ([@B17],[@B18],[@B19],[@B20],[@B21]).

Finally, it should be noted that the transfer-matrix calculations developed in this study appear to be much faster than the existing Brownian/molecular dynamics simulation (MD) and Metropolis-Monte Carlo (MC) computation algorithms, which are frequently used to model DNA behaviour under mechanical constraints in the presence or absence of DNA-binding proteins ([@B62],[@B63],[@B65],[@B70],[@B71]). For example, computation of torque-extension curves of a micrometer size DNA could be done in several seconds by running transfer-matrix calculations on a laptop, while for MC algorithm it takes several days of intensive calculations on a computer cluster to obtain similar results (data not shown). This gives the transfer-matrix approach a strong advantage in interpretation of experimental data obtained in single-DNA manipulation assays.

Indeed, as demonstrated in the example of DNA interaction with TrmBL2 proteins at the end of the *'Results'* section, fast transfer-matrix calculations described in our study allow one to vary parameters to achieve best fitting to the experimentally measured force- and torque-extension curves as well as force- and torque-superhelical density curves of DNA in a sufficiently short amount of time. By doing so, it is possible to obtain accurate and detailed information about the DNA-binding affinities of studied proteins and physical properties of nucleoprotein complexes formed on DNA from the experimental data, providing important information about the role of force and torque constraints in regulation of DNA--protein interactions.

For this reason, we believe that the transfer-matrix formalism presented in our work may be used in future to quickly estimate potential changes in the DNA conformation under various mechanical constraints imposed on DNA in the presence or absence of DNA-binding proteins in surrounding environment, pinpointing the most important questions and problems that can be later studied in detail by utilizing the classical MD and MC simulation methods. By utilizing such a combination of the transfer-matrix calculations and MD/MC algorithms, it will be then possible to gain deep insights into the role of force and torque constraints in modulation of DNA--protein interactions, which will be important for better understanding of multiple experimental findings suggesting a major role of mechanical forces in regulation of the cell genome organization.

In summary, the transfer-matrix formalism developed in this study allows one to gain valuable insights into physical processes governing formation of nucleoprotein complexes by DNA-binding proteins under force and torque constraints applied to the DNA. The flexibility and advantages of this method make it a powerful tool for a broad range of future applications, including but not limited to investigation of the DNA organization by multiple DNA-binding proteins as well as processing and interpretation of single-molecule experimental data obtained in single-DNA manipulation assays.
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